
COUNSELING WITH MRS. MACDOUGALL

OTHER TIPS TO SUPPORT THE TRANSITION BACK TO ON CAMPUS LEARNING
Make and Practice a Goodbye Ritual: Plan how you and your child will say goodbye in your car.
Maybe it’s a big hug followed by a high five. Maybe it’s a quick secret handshake. 
Do a Practice Run: If possible, make the drive to school so that your child can see what the drop
off will look like.
Stick to a Routine: Regular bedtime routines and predictable morning routines are super
important. Stick to your routine to give your child a comfortable schedule leading up to school.
Make sure your child is on time for school so they can participate in our morning routines too. 
Show Excitement: When you talk about school and the changes ahead, show your child that
you’re excited! Instead of focusing on the separation with statements like, “I’m really going to miss
you while you’re at school,” say things like, “I can’t wait to hear about all the things you learn!” to
let your child know that school experiences will be exciting and fun.
Validate Feelings: If your child expresses some sadness or worry about going to school, validate
their feelings and let them know it’s okay to feel that way. Redirect the conversation to things they
can do if they feel worried at school, like grounding strategies or deep breathing.
Model a Positive Goodbye: Finally, when it’s time to say goodbye, do your goodbye ritual and
then model a positive goodbye. Give your child a big smile with a confident posture, tell them you
can’t wait to hear about their day, and then say goodbye. Your child will pick up on your positive
energy.

WELCOME BACK TO CAMPUS!
With the transition back to campus upon us; hesitation, worry, and fear is to be expected. You may
find these unsettling feelings popping up in yourself as well as your children over the next several
weeks.  With that in mind, I wanted to offer my support and tips for those families who are headed
back to on campus learning. We are truly in this together, and will navigate this unique year as a
team. 
Read About It: Stories are one of the most fundamental ways that we as humans learn to
communicate. Children are often able to relate more to a situation when they read about it. Stories
teach us about life, about ourselves and about others. Anytime a kiddo is struggling, or we are
having a hard time finding the right words, I always recommend starting the conversation with a
story! Click the links below to read with me!

Social Stories: Going Back to School; Wearing a Mask to School; What is Social Distancing?
Suggested Books: A Little Spot of Worry, Ruby Finds a Worry 

https://www.loom.com/share/27a8fd25f46f440f88642bd5d02865b8
https://www.loom.com/share/c8bbec2f136a4d809db98dafdebd92ad
https://www.loom.com/share/58c1d3acde164077904f911155a488f5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9cISEuzriLI

